Decoding ACARS messages using SDRuno and MultiPSK
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ACARS is an acronym for Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System which is a digital communications system that aircraft use to send and receive short messages to and from ground stations.

ACARS messages transmit on VHF using AM at a frequency of 131.550 MHz, the messages you can receive will be from nearby aircraft and ground stations. 131.550 MHz is not the only frequency used is most regions.

You will need either VB-Cable or VAC installed and configured. This will allow you to pipe the audio out of SDRuno into the MultiPSK decoder.

http://vb-audio.pagesperso-orange.fr/Cable/  http://software.muzychenko.net/eng/vac.htm
Finding ACARS messages you can decode.

Most ACARS packets will be on the primary 131.550 MHz frequency. Various other frequencies will also be used.

(131.550 Primary Channel worldwide) (129.125 Additional channel for USA & Canada) (130.025 Secondary channel for USA and Canada) (130.425 Additional channel for USA) (130.450 Additional channel for USA & Canada)(131.125 Additional channel for USA)(130.700 Additional channel for USA)(136.750 Additional channel for USA) (136.800 Additional channel for USA)(136.850 SITA North American Frequency)

* Launch SDRuno and select the frequency you want to monitor. The Mode in SDRuno is AM with the filter set at 11k.
* Launch MultiPSK and select ACARS (VHF)

* Wait for the distinct ACARS burst and watch the lower decoder section of MultiPSK.

* Center the peak of the carrier as shown in the AUX SP Module.
Display the ACARS flight positions on a map inside of MultiPSK.

* Select MPH as shown to have MultiPSK show aircraft speed in MPH vs Km/h.
* Select Explanations to have MultiPSK explain what is being decoded.
* Select on local map as shown. Select your region as shown and select Close with storage as shown.